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ABSTRACT  

Huge amount of video data is being generated every day, with 

enormous growth of security and surveillance system. It is 

immensely challengeable for researcher to search and retrieve 

accurate human face of interest from video with utmost speed. 

The proposed work is stimulated from the same concern.  It 

would be the future demand for searching, browsing, and 

retrieving human face of interest from video database for 

several applications. 

This paper proposes the novel algorithm for human face 

retrieval from video database based on holistic approach. The 

Viola and Jones frontal face detector detect the face region. 

The next stage is face extraction which have input for 

grouping individual faces. The individual group of faces has 

converted into single normalized mean face using PCA. The 

final face group contains single face for each person occurred 

in video. After the pre-processing of normalized faces, 

recognition is performed on the basis of query face image. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Human face detection and recognition from video database is 

very intuitive to computer and human [1], still various 

challenges to computer for face detection described in [2] like 

pose, scale, illumination, expression etc. Work is in progress 

to overcome the problems in real time applications. The 

objective of this paper is to build the methodology for retrieve 

the human face from the video database using holistic 

approach, under the assumption that face is independent of the 

above problems i.e. explore the human face retrieval with 

(near) frontal face with some variation in face pose and facial 

expressions. Based on the proposed work, users can easily 

acquire the information that, interested human face image is 

available in video or not. If it is available, then retrieve the 

corresponding key frames from video with face model. This 

model is not only bring a new browsing and searching 

experience, but also provide an alternative of video 

summarization. 

This paper presents a novel algorithm for human face retrieval 

from video. Videos have different categories like feature-

length films, news videos, and surveillance and family videos. 

A human face image works as query by detecting and 

extracting features. The selected features are matched with 

key frames. The multiple face detection from video is worked 

with scene and key frame extraction methods for efficient 

detection. 

This framework involves three steps for human face retrieval, 

in first step uses Viola- Jones detector for face image 

detection. Second step for conversion of crop face image into 

face group called face extraction, the faces of similar group 

are identified and the identical face image made using mean 

of faces.  The face images goes for normalization and  pre-

processing. A third and last step is to recognize the query face 

image from video sequences using chamfer distance.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section II described the 

related work, the proposed model appears in Section III, and 

Section IV concludes with future work. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Image retrieval based applications on visual content such as 

QBIC, Netra, VisualSeek, WebSeek, Virage, VideoQ, MARS 

are available for use. The limitations and challenges were 

discussed in [3] related with image/video searching and 

retrieving closely associated with CBIR. Google is also 

working on object matching in video [4] with text retrieval 

approach using SIFT descriptor for view invariant. Soft 

biometrics is applied [5] for facial marks identification on 

FERET database using Active Appearance model (AAM) for 

improving face matching and retrieval. Whereas, Josef Sivic 

et al.[6] takes efforts to find all occurrence of a particular 

person in shot with changes in scale, pose and partially 

occlude using Gaussian mixture modal in RGB colour space. 

New people detected in video stream [7] by Viola and Jones 

face detector and a kernel based regressor face tracking.  

 While the fusion of face and naming approaches were used 

for retrieval from videos. [8] Proposed a readily available 

texture source, the film script, which contain character name 

in front of their spoken lines. Yi-Fan Zhang et al [9], applied 

global matching between names and clustered face tracks with 

association network. Towards person Google [10], is the 

combination of face detection and speaker segmentation for 

multimodal person retrieval using statistical normalization 

PCA. Similarly, [11] shows the framework for retrieve faces 

in the TV show video frame sequence. In[12], we presents a 

frame for face retrieval using KLT tracker. 

Whereas, O. Arandjelovic and A. Zisserman [13] are uses face 

image as a query to retrieve particular characters. Affine 

warping and illumination correcting were utilized to alleviate 

the effect of pose and illumination variations. Whereas, [14] is 

proposed kernel-based SVM for visual feature retrieving 

actors in films. To overcome the problems in content based 

image retrieval, Pablo Navarrete et al.[15] is projected 

interactive face retrieval system using self–organizing maps. 

An integration of statistical and structural information [16] for 

the local feature constructed from coefficient of quantized 

block transforms. DCT features were used in [17] for face 

image retrieval based on centered position of two eyes. Chon 

Fong Wong et al. [18] is employed Adaboost based face 
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detection and Lifting Wavelet Transform (LFWT) for feature 

extraction for in video sequences.  The [19] utilized intelligent 

fast-forwards to jump video to the next scene containing that 

face, affine covariant region tracker for face region tracking.  

The efforts which are more significant to propose approach 

such as,  Mark Everingham and A. Zisserman uses 

combination of generative and discriminative head models for 

identifying individuals in video [20],[21] 3-D ellipsoid 

approximation, [22] coarse 3-D model with multiple texture 

for character identification in situation comedies or feature-

length films.  

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
The problem is a combination of detection, tracking and 

recognition from image databases. However, the video has 

more generic and specific problems such as quality of video, 

frame speed, motion, color, etc. The aim of this method is to 

present an approach for human face retrieval from video 

databases. In other words, browsing or searching the specific 

character, person or face image of interest from available 

offline video databases.  

Face detector from still images, real time face detectors are 

available under the controlled situation or databases. The 

uncontrolled condition involves background, scene change, 

lighting condition, size and quality of frames [2]. However, 

the face detection and processing on large scale video needs to 

improvement.   

This model involves three stages (figure 1) for human face 

retrieval, in first stage uses Viola- Jones detector for face 

image detection. Second step for conversion of crop face 

image into face group called face extraction, the faces of 

similar group are identified and the identical face image made 

using mean of faces.  The face images goes for normalization 

and  pre-processing. A third and last step is to recognize the 

query face image from video sequences using chamfer 

distance.  

3.1 Holistic Approach 
The holistic approach generally refers to methods those use 

the entire face image for face identification or varification. 

Basically it includes methods like Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) or Eigenfaces, Linear Discriminate Analysis 

(LDA) or Fisherface.  

3.2 The Viola-Jones Face Detector  
Three main components that make it possible to build a 

successful face detector [23] which can run in real time are 

namely, integral image, classifier learning with AdaBoost, and 

the attentional cascade structure. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Structure of proposed human face retrieval 

Figure 1 shows multistage architecture for human face 

retrieval from video database. It involves face detection using 

Viola and Jones frontal face detector using Adaboost 

implemented on video sequences. The next stage is face 

extraction which have input for grouping individual faces. The 

individual group of faces has converted into single normalized 

mean face using PCA. The final face group contains single 

face for each person occurred in video. After the pre-

processing of normalized faces, recognition performed on the 

basis of query face image using chamfer distance [22].  

Here, Viola and Jones face detector using Adaboost [23] has 

been implemented for large scale video databases. Which 

detect multiple nearly frontal faces from each video frames. 

The problem reading large scale video databases solved by 

managing buffer i.e. discarding the earlier frames and 

replaced new after fixed number of frames.  

The detected faces has rectangle with different size in each 

frame. The faces were extracted from video frame and store in 

face group. The every detected faces were extracted and 

stored. The grouping of faces performed using simple 

matching of the closet and minimum variation in the detected 

face from two neighboring frames. If such face find in the 

next frame then it includes in face group of specific face, 

otherwise, make new face group. We treated that group as 

training data for future processing, the restrict size of faces in 

individual group not person face group. The individual group 

of faces has normalized using simple mean and average using 

PCA or SVM with fixed image size. As a result we get a mean 

face for each group.  

For the next stage requires per-processing for on normalized 

faces.  We can add a filter which discards the frame having 

negative outcomes and preformed better. For the speed up   

processing and minimized the computational cost, resized the 

face images into fixed sized 35 x 35 pixels. 

The face recognition performed using [22] as input query 

normalized face image on normalized face group. If input face 

is recognized then display the result with tracking specific 

face in video and stop other operations except detection.  

Otherwise, performed till recognition or last frame, and 

discard the face group and create new if finding new face. The 

other recent face recognition techniques [25-26] can be also 

works with some changes. 
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4. ALGORITHM  AND FLOW CHART  
Input: face image, Video 

Output: tracks of query face image in video  

Step 1: face detected from each frame (f1,f2,…fn) 

Step 2: face extraction for each frame 

Count k; 

If face detected=new or k<5 then extract face region 

and add to group z = {fi} 

Else go to step 1 

Step 3: face grouped from extracted faces by simple closest 

match between the bounding box positions of the face 

candidates in current and previous frames, where k=5, k++. If 

k=5 then go to step 4 else step 2 

 

Step 4: normalized the face by average face from face track 

from each face group 

Step5: average face image group convert in to gray scale 

image and resizing. 

Step6: applying face recognition  

If face recognized then go to step 1 and track the 

particular face region as a result of query.  

Else discard the face image group until new face 

detected  

If new face detected go to step 2. 

Step 7: Stop: if terminate request or no.s of frames is empty 

in video. 

Figure 2 . Algorithm for automatic human face retrieval  

 

Figure 3. Flow chart for system design 

 

Figure 4. Flow chart for face tracking  

 

Figure 5. Flow chart for pre-processing 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS AND 

DISCUSSION 
The proposed model based on holistic approached with face 

detector using cascaded AdaBoost. In [20],the task is to detect 

the frames contains each character, and identify the image 

position and pose of the face correctly.  Pose of the ground 

truth faces in the video covers poses of around +/-60 azimuth, 

+/-30 elevation and +/-45 in-plane rotation. Faces vary in 
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scale from 15 to 200 pixels. By using face detector in place of 

color segment would increases the rate of accuracy and speed. 

Algorithm [21] tested on 1,500 key-frames taken one per 

second from the episode ‘A Touch of class’ of the BBC 

sitcom ‘Fawlty Towers’, detecting three main characters. The 

pose variation exceeding +/-30 about 3-D axis and correctly 

identify the character. The correct identification requires both 

detection and recognition of character, in contract to face 

detection or recognition. The Viola and Jones face detector 

[24] has been tested with 93% detection precision in video 

sequences. However, by applying the detector it would be 

achieve more proficiency than existing work.  Whereas, [22] 

provides recall level of 50% the precision is around 80% for 

all characters in video sequence and by applying detector the 

speed of detection increases. 

The part-based approach [12] which has been undergoes many 

stages and not considering the possibility of detection under 

the variation of pose and facial expression. The presented 

methodology works for invariant pose and facial expression 

with more precision rate.  

6. CONCLUSION  
The proposed algorithm works for holistic approach with the 

objective of human face retrieval from video sequences. The 

whole face is the input to the video sequences. The chamfer 

distance is match in every frame sequence of the video. The 

more accurate and prominent face detector and recognition 

approaches increases the rate of precision and speed of 

retrieval. 

It is new experience to search and browsing the human face 

image of interest from video.   

7. FUTUTE SCOPE  
The algorithm may be improved by adding the scope for filter 

and enhancing techniques for the detected faces. E.g. reducing 

noise, changing format, discarding negative images, enhanced 

the detected face images and also the actual implementation 

needs to work on real life situation.  

The implementation work has been considered the standard 

NIST and HONDA video databases.  
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